BRINGING RESEARCH TO SCALE IN THE UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM:

CELEBRATING 10 YEARS OF GRADUATE RESEARCH CONSULTANT COURSES

Join us to learn about research-exposure, Graduate Research Consultant (GRC) supported courses in departments across the curriculum.

This interactive event will be a wonderful opportunity to learn how courses in your department (and in other departments) are being enriched by the incorporation of undergraduate research experiences supported by GRCs and to acknowledge and appreciate the contributions faculty have made through their innovative pedagogy.

Have an idea for your course? You’ll have an opportunity to take the next step and plan how to involve a GRC in your own course through consultation with colleagues who have successfully implemented these approaches.

Our goal is for you to identify several useful ideas you can “take away” concerning how to engage students more actively in inquiry both in your own classes and more generally in the intellectual life of the university.

We hope to see you for this highly interactive and informative afternoon.

Thursday, December 6, 2012
2:00PM - 5:00PM
George Watts Hill Alumni Center

To register, go to: http://cfe.unc.edu/events.html
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